Postal Distribution is here to serve all Youth and Adults at the WSJ 2019.

**Incoming Mail / Packages**
Mail and Packages from the United States Postal Service (USPS), United Parcel Service (UPS) and Federal Express (FedEx) will be delivered to the Base Camp(s) (A - F) and to the WSJ HQ in the early afternoon.

**Participants (Youth and Adult leaders)**
Base Camp HQs will sort and distribute mail and packages to Subcamps who will hold these for the Unit leaders to pick up later in the day for their participants.

**ISTs/CMTs and others**
Individuals will pick up their own mail and packages either from the Base Camp HQ that they will be staying in or at the WSJ HQ office. All these items will be sorted according to their NSO identification.

Postal Operations will strive for same day delivery of all incoming mail / packages.

Mail / Packages will not be delivered to any Program areas.

The last day for receiving mail is **Thursday 1 August 2019**.
WSJ 2019 Mail addressing system:

Youth Participants & Adult Unit Leaders
First Name   Last Name
WSJ 2019 - Site# A223 – WSJ Unit# SWE026
92 SBR 2 Mount Hope, WV 25888

The yellow highlighted letter above is your Base Camp, the green number is your Subcamp, and the blue number is your Unit Campsite Block. Your WSJ Unit Number has your NSO abbreviation in pink here and your Unit Number in red. Your unit leader may have examples to show you for your exact unit!

ISTs/CMTs and all others
First Name   Last Name
WSJ 2019 - Site# E – WSJ NSO: SWE
92 SBR 2 Mount Hope, WV 25888

The yellow highlighted letter above is your Base Camp, and the NSO abbreviation appears in pink. Most ISTs will be in Echo. Main Medical Hospital please use Base Camp D. Pigott Bunkhouse, off site and all others use the WSJ HQ. Determine your best delivery location if you know in advance of the WSJ where you will be located.

Insufficient/misleading address
Mail with an insufficient or misleading address but with an identifiable NSO of origin will be delivered to the NSO HQ at the World Scout Center where your CMT will attempt delivery.

Outgoing Mail
There are three official WSJ mail centers, run by the United States Postal Service (USPS), where postage including a number of souvenir postal WSJ 2019 logo items, in limited quantities, can be purchased beginning 22 July 2019.

USPS Post Office locations:
1) Summit Center
2) Across from the Pools and the Medical Hospital
3) Base Camp Echo

Use your home address as your return address on any envelopes or parcels.

USPS will have a postal cancelation on all items reflecting WSJ 2019.

Pre stamped outgoing mail, or prepaid packages; (USPS only) only can be mailed through each Subcamp, Base Camp and at Jamboree HQ in Pigott and will be delivered to a USPS location by the Postal Distribution Team.

First-Class Mail International for post cards and envelopes is $1.15 to more than 190 countries.

A special WSJ 2019 postage stamp and numbered envelopes (to be determined) will be available for sale at the Trading Posts.

Return to Sender Policy
All Mail or Packages not deliverable during the WSJ for whatever reason, at the end of the Jamboree, will be marked as “Return to Sender”.